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Abstract
There are two approaches to reduce the overhead associated with coordinated checkpointing:
)rst is to minimize the number of synchronization messages and the number of checkpoints; the
other is to make the checkpointing process non-blocking. In our previous work (IEEE Parallel
Distributed Systems 9 (12) (1998) 1213), we proved that there does not exist a non-blocking
algorithm which forces only a minimum number of processes to take their checkpoints. In this
paper, we present a min-process algorithm which relaxes the non-blocking condition while tries
to minimize the blocking time, and a non-blocking algorithm which relaxes the min-process con-
dition while minimizing the number of checkpoints saved on the stable storage. The proposed
non-blocking algorithm is based on the concept of “mutable checkpoint”, which is neither a ten-
tative checkpoint nor a permanent checkpoint. Based on mutable checkpoints, our non-blocking
algorithm avoids the avalanche e7ect and forces only a minimum number of processes to take
their checkpoints on the stable storage.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Coordinated checkpointing is an attractive approach for transparently adding fault
tolerance to distributed applications since it avoids the domino e7ect [8] and mini-
mizes the stable storage requirement. In this approach, the state of each process in
the system is periodically saved on the stable storage, which is called a checkpoint
of the process. To recover from a failure, the system restarts its execution from a
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previous consistent global checkpoint saved on the stable storage. A system state is
said to be consistent if it contains no orphan message; i.e., a message whose receive
event is recorded in the state of the destination process, but its send event is lost
[8,17]. In order to record a consistent global checkpoint, processes must synchronize
their checkpointing activities. In other words, when a process takes a checkpoint, it
asks (by sending checkpoint requests to) all relevant processes to take checkpoints.
Therefore, coordinated checkpointing su7ers from high overhead associated with the
checkpointing process.
Much of the previous work [4,7,8] in coordinated checkpointing has focused on min-
imizing the number of synchronization messages and the number of checkpoints during
checkpointing. However, these algorithms (called min-process algorithms [1]) force all
relevant processes in the system to block their computations during the checkpoint-
ing process. Checkpointing includes the time to trace the dependency tree and to save
the states of processes on the stable storage, which may be long. Therefore, blocking
algorithms may dramatically degrade system performance [5]. To address this issue,
non-blocking algorithms [5,15] are proposed. In these algorithms, processes need not
block during checkpointing by using a checkpointing sequence number to identify or-
phan messages. However, these algorithms [5,15] assume that a distinguished initiator
decides when to take a checkpoint. Therefore, they su7er from the disadvantages of cen-
tralized algorithms, such as poor reliability, bottleneck, etc. Moreover, these algorithms
[5,15] require all processes in the system to take checkpoints during checkpointing,
even though many of them may not be necessary. If they are modi)ed to permit more
processes to initiate checkpointing processes, which makes them distributed, these al-
gorithms will su7er from another problem: in order to keep the checkpoint sequence
number updated, any time a process takes a checkpoint, it has to notify all processes in
the system. If each process can initiate a checkpointing process, the network would be
Eooded with control messages and processes might waste their time taking unnecessary
checkpoints.
Prakash–Singhal algorithm [13] was the )rst algorithm to combine these two ap-
proaches (min-process and non-blocking). More speci)cally, it only forces minimum
number of processes to take checkpoints and does not block the underlying compu-
tation during the checkpointing. However, we found that this algorithm may result in
an inconsistency [1,2] in some situations and we proved that there does not exist a
non-blocking algorithm which forces only a minimum number of processes to take
their checkpoints. This implies that there are three directions in designing eFcient co-
ordinated checkpointing algorithms. On one extreme, we can propose a non-blocking
algorithm, which relaxes the min-process condition while minimizing the number of
tentative checkpoints. The other extreme is to relax the non-blocking condition while
keeping the min-process property; that is, we can design a min-process algorithm which
tries to minimize the blocking time. Between these two extremes, we can also design
blocking non-min-process algorithms that signi)cantly reduce the blocking time as well
as the number of checkpoints. In this paper, we propose a min-process algorithm and
a non-blocking algorithm. The non-blocking algorithm is based on the concept of
“mutable checkpoint”, which is neither a tentative checkpoint nor a permanent check-
point. Mutable checkpoints can be saved anywhere; e.g., the main memory or the local
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disk. In this way, taking a mutable checkpoint avoids the overhead of transferring
large amount of data to the stable storage at the )le server across the network. Based
on mutable checkpoints, our non-blocking algorithm avoids the avalanche e7ect and
forces only a minimum number of processes to take their checkpoints on the stable
storage.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the necessary
background. In Section 3, we present a min-process checkpointing algorithm. Section
4 presents the non-blocking algorithm based on mutable checkpoints. In Section 5,




The distributed computation we consider consists of N sequential processes denoted
by P1; P2; : : : ; PN . Processes do not share a common memory or a common clock. Mes-
sage passing is the only way for processes to communicate with each other. The com-
putation is asynchronous; i.e., each process progresses at its own speed and messages
are exchanged through reliable communication channels, whose transmission delays are
)nite but arbitrary. The messages generated by the underlying distributed application
will be referred to as computation messages. Messages generated by the processes to
advance checkpoints will be referred to as system messages.
Each checkpoint taken by a process is assigned a unique sequence number. The
ith (i¿0) checkpoint of process Pp is assigned a sequence number i and is denoted
by Cp; i. The ith checkpoint interval [11] of process Pp denotes all the computation
performed between its ith and (i + 1)th checkpoint, including the ith checkpoint but
not the (i + 1)th checkpoint.
2.2. Basic ideas behind non-blocking algorithms
Most existing coordinated checkpointing algorithms [4,8] rely on the two-phase pro-
tocol and save two kinds of checkpoints on the stable storage: tentative and perma-
nent. In the )rst phase, the initiator takes a tentative checkpoint and forces all relevant
processes to take tentative checkpoints. Each process informs the initiator whether it
succeeded in taking a tentative checkpoint. A process may refuse to take a checkpoint
depending on its underlying computation. After the initiator has received positive reply
from all relevant processes, the algorithm enters the second phase. If the initiator learns
that all processes have successfully taken tentative checkpoints, it asks them to make
their tentative checkpoints permanent; otherwise, it asks them to discard their tentative
checkpoints. A process, on receiving the message from the initiator acts accordingly.
Note that after a process takes a tentative checkpoint in the )rst phase, it remains
blocked until it receives the decision from the initiator in the second phase.













Fig. 1. Inconsistent checkpoints.
A non-blocking checkpointing algorithm does not require any process to suspend
its underlying computation. When processes do not suspend their computations, it is
possible for a process to receive a computation message from another process, which is
already running in a new checkpoint interval. If this situation is not properly dealt with,
it may result in an inconsistency. For example, in Fig. 1, P2 initiates a checkpointing
process. After sending checkpoint requests to P1 and P3, P2 continues its computation.
P1 receives the checkpoint request and takes a new checkpoint, then it sends m1 to P3.
Suppose P3 receives the checkpoint request from P2 after receiving m1, m1 becomes
an orphan (see Fig. 1).
Most non-blocking algorithms [5,15] use a checkpoint sequence number (csn) to
avoid inconsistencies. More speci)cally, a process is forced to take a checkpoint if it
receives a computation message whose csn is greater than its local csn. In Fig. 1, P1
increases its csn after it takes a checkpoint and appends the new csn to m1. When P3
receives m1, it takes a checkpoint before processing m1 because the csn appended to
m1 is larger than its local csn.
This scheme works only when every process in the computation can receive each
checkpoint request and then increase its own csn. Since Prakash–Singhal algorithm [13]
only forces a part of processes to take checkpoints, the csn of some processes may be
out of date, and may not be able to avoid inconsistencies. Prakash–Singhal algorithm
attempts to solve this problem by having each process maintain an array to save the
csn, where csni[j] represents the csn of Pj that Pi expects. Note that Pi’s csni[i] may
be di7erent from Pj’s csnj[i] if there has been no communication between Pi and Pj for
several checkpoint intervals. By using csn and the initiator identi)cation number, they
claim that their non-blocking algorithm can avoid inconsistencies and minimize the
number of checkpoints during checkpointing. However, we showed that this algorithm
may result in an inconsistency [1,2] and we have proved that there does not exist a
non-blocking algorithm which forces only a minimum number of processes to take
their checkpoints [1,2]. Since the proof is not the major concern of this paper, we only
brieEy mention the basic idea using one example.
2.3. Impossibility of checkpointing
In Fig. 2, assume messages m6 and m7 do not exist. To initiate a checkpointing
process, P1 takes checkpoint C1;1 and sends checkpoint requests to P3 and P4 (not
















Fig. 2. Tracing the dependency.
illustrated in the )gure) since it depends on them. When P4 receives the checkpoint
request, it takes a checkpoint and sends a checkpoint request to P5. For the same
reason, P5 takes a checkpoint and sends a checkpoint request to P2. P2 must take this
checkpoint before processing m5; otherwise, m5 will become an orphan. If m4 does
not exist, P2 will not receive a checkpoint request associated with checkpoint C1;1. In
this case, P2 should not take a checkpoint before processing m5 in order to minimize
the number of checkpoints. Therefore, when P2 receives m5, it has to decide whether
to take a checkpoint before processing m5. In other words, P2 has to know if it will
receive a checkpoint request associated with C1;1 in the future when it receives m5.
However, if the checkpointing process is non-blocking, there is not enough information
for P2 to look into the future.
The problem arises due to the dependency created by messages, e.g., m4. Because
of m4, there is a new dependency between P1 and P2 such that P2 will receive a
checkpoint request associated with C1;1. There are two possible approaches for P2 to
get the information about this new dependency (called the z-dependency in [1,2]).
Approach 1 (Tracing the in-coming messages): In this approach, P2 gets the new z-
dependency information from P1. Then, P1 has to know the z-dependency information
before it sends m5 and appends the z-dependency information to m5. In Fig. 2, P1
cannot get the new z-dependency information unless P4 noti)es P1 of the new z-
dependency information when P4 receives m4. There are two ways for P4 to notify P1
of the new z-dependency information: )rst is to broadcast the z-dependency information
(not illustrated in the )gure); the other is to send the z-dependency information on an
extra message m6 to P3, which in turn sends it to P1 on m7. Both of them dramatically
increase the message overhead. Since the algorithm does not block the underlying
computation, it is possible that P1 receives m7 after it has sent out m5 (as shown in
the )gure). Then, P2 is still not guaranteed to get the z-dependency information when
it receives m5.
Approach 2 (Tracing the out-going messages): In this approach, since P2 sends
message m3 to P5, P2 hopes to get the new z-dependency information from P5. Then,
P5 has to know the new z-dependency information and it must send an extra message
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(not shown in the )gure) to notify P2. Similarly, P5 needs to get the new z-dependency
information from P4, which comes from P3, and )nally from P1. Certainly, this requires
much more extra messages than Approach 1. Similar to Approach 1, P2 is still not
guaranteed to get the z-dependency information in time since the computation is in
progress.
In conclusion, no non-blocking min-process algorithm exists. In the next two sections,
we will present a min-process algorithm, which relaxes the non-blocking condition but
tries to minimize the blocking time; and a non-blocking algorithm, which relaxes the
min-process condition while minimizing the number of checkpoints saved on the stable
storage.
3. A min-process checkpointing algorithm
3.1. The min-process checkpointing algorithm
In our algorithm, the dependency information is recorded by a boolean vector Ri for
process Pi. The vector has n bits. Ri[j] =1 represents that Pi receives a computation
message from Pj in the current checkpoint interval. Ri is initialized to 0 except Ri[i],
which is initialized to 1. Similar to existing blocking algorithms [4,8], the min-process
checkpointing algorithm is a two-phase protocol and saves two kinds of checkpoints
on the stable storage. In the )rst phase, the initiator sends an R request to all processes
to ask for the dependency vectors. Each process returns its R vector on receiving the
request. Having received all the dependency vectors, the initiator constructs an N ×N
dependency matrix with one row per process, represented by the dependency vector of
the process. Based on the dependency matrix, the initiator can locally calculate all the
processes on which the initiator transitively depends. This is essentially the same as
)nding the transitive closure of the initiator in the dependency tree which is constructed
using the dependency vectors. Then, it can be transformed to a matrix multiplication.
After the initiator )nds all the processes that need to take checkpoints, it adds them to
the set Sforced and asks them to take checkpoints. Any process receiving a checkpoint
request takes a checkpoint and sends a reply. Note that a process has to be blocked after
receiving the R request, and resumes its computation after receiving a request or con-
tinue. The following shows the )rst phase of our min-process checkpointing algorithm.
Actions for the initiator Pi:
Broadcast an R request to all processes;
Upon receiving all R vectors:
construct matrix D; calculate(D);
For any process Pj
if Pj ∈ Sforced
then send a checkpoint request to Pj;
else send a continue to Pj;
Actions taken at Pj:
Upon receiving R request from Pi, send Rj to Pi;






















D1 =  ( 1 0 1 0 0 ) 
D = 
1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
D1 X D = ( 1 1 1 0 0 ) 
( 1 1 1 0 0 ) X D = ( 1 1 1 0 0 )
Fig. 3. Checkpointing and dependency information.
Wait until receiving the response from Pi, in case of:
request: take a checkpoint, send a reply to Pi, and resume its computation;
continue: resume its computation.
Calculate (D : N×N)
/* Dj denotes the dependency vector of Pj. Assume Pi is the initiator. */
A=Di; Di =Di×D;
While A =Di do {A=Di; Di =Di×D; }
Sforced =;
for ∀j(Di[j] = 1), Sforced = Sforced ∪ Pj;
The second phase of the algorithm: After the initiator has received a response
from every Pj ∈ Sforced, the algorithm enters the second phase. If the initiator learns
that all processes have successfully taken tentative checkpoints, it asks them to make
their tentative checkpoints permanent. Otherwise, it asks them to discard their tentative
checkpoints. A process, on receiving the message from the initiator, acts accordingly
(Techniques to reduce discarded checkpoints can be found in [12]).
An example: In Fig. 3, Di denotes the dependency vector of process Pi. When P1
initiates a checkpointing, the it constructs the dependency matrix D, and calculates
D1×D=(1 1 1 0 0). Since (1 1 1 0 0)×D=(1 1 1 0 0), based on the procedure Calcu-
late, Sforced = {P1; P2; P3}. Thus, P1 asks P2 and P3 to take checkpoints.
3.2. Correctness proof
Denition 1. If Pp sends a message to Pq during its ith checkpoint interval and Pq
receives the message during its jth checkpoint interval, then Pq z-depends [1] on
Pp during Pp’s ith checkpoint interval and Pq’s jth checkpoint interval, denoted as
Pp 4ij Pq.
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Denition 2. If Pp 4ij Pq, and Pq 4
j
k Pr , then Pr transitively z-depends on Pp during Pr’s




k Pr (we simply
call it “Pr transitively z-depends on Pp” if there is no confusion).


















Lemma 1. A process takes a checkpoint if and only if the initiator transitively z-
depends on it.
Proof. In the proposed algorithm, the initiator uses the procedure calculate to )nd
out the transitive closure of the initiator. During the execution of calculate, no new
dependency relation is formed since the processes are blocked. Therefore, a process
Pi belongs to Sforced if and only if the initiator transitively z-depends on Pi. Since the
initiator only sends a checkpoint request to a process in Sforced, a process Pi takes
a checkpoint only if the initiator transitively depends on Pi. Also, a process will re-
ceive the checkpoint request and takes a checkpoint if the initiator transitively depends
on it.
Theorem 1. The algorithm creates a consistent global checkpoint.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume there is a pair of processes Pp and Pq
such that at least one message m has been sent from Pq after Pq’s last checkpoint Cq; j
and has been received by Pp before Pp’s last checkpoint Cp; i. We also assume Cp; i is
associated with the initiator Pr’s checkpoint Cr; k . Then, based on Lemma 1:




Pp receives m from Pq ⇒ Pq ≺ji−1 Pp:
Pq ≺ji−1 Pp ∧ Pp
∗≺
i−1







k−1 Pr ⇒ Pq takes a checkpoint:
Thus, the sending of m is recorded at Pq. A contradiction.
4. Non-blocking checkpointing with mutable checkpoints
4.1. Basic ideas
4.1.1. Basic scheme
A simple non-blocking scheme for checkpointing is as follows: when a process Pi
sends a message, it piggybacks the current value of csni[i] (csn was explained in Sec-
tion 2.2). When a process Pj receives a message m from Pi, Pj processes the message
if mcsn6csnj[i]; otherwise, Pj takes a checkpoint, updates its csn (csnj[i] =mcsn),




















Fig. 4. An example of checkpointing.
and then processes the message. This method may result in a large number of check-
points. Moreover, it may lead to an avalanche e9ect, in which processes in the system
recursively ask others to take checkpoints.
For example, in Fig. 4, to initiate a checkpointing process, P3 takes its own check-
point and sends checkpoint requests to P2, P4 and P5. When P3’s request reaches P5,
P5 takes a checkpoint. Then, P5 sends message m3 to P4. When m3 arrives at P4, P4
takes a checkpoint before processing it because m3 csn¿csn4[5]. For the same reason,
P2 takes a checkpoint before processing m2.
P1 has not communicated with other processes before it takes a local checkpoint.
Later, it sends a message m1 to P2. P2 takes checkpoint C2;2 before processing m1
since m1 csn¿csn2[1]. Then, P2 requires P4 to take another checkpoint (not shown in
the )gure) due to m2 and P4 in turn asks P5 to take another checkpoint (not shown in
the )gure) due to m3. If P5 had received messages from other processes after it sent
m3, then those processes would have been forced to take checkpoints. This chain may
never end.
4.1.2. The enhanced scheme
We now present the basic idea of our scheme that eliminates avalanche e7ects during
checkpointing. From Fig. 4, we make two observations.
Observation 1: It is not necessary to take checkpoint C2;2 even though m4 exists, since
P2 will not receive a checkpoint request associated with C1;1. Note that m4 will not
become an orphan even though it does not take checkpoint C2;2.
Observation 2: From Section 2.3, P1 does not have enough information to know if it
will receive a checkpoint request associated with C1;1 when P2 receives m1.
These observations imply that C2;2 is unnecessary but still unavoidable. Thus, there
are two kinds of checkpoints in response to computation messages. In Fig. 4, C2;1
is di7erent from C2;2. C2;1 is a checkpoint associated with initiator P3, and P2 will
receive a checkpoint request for this checkpointing initiated by P3. C2;2 is a check-
point associated with initiator P1, but P2 will not receive a checkpoint request for this
checkpointing initiated by P1 in the future. To avoid inconsistency, P2 should keep C2;1
when it receives P3’s request. However, P2 can discard C2;2 after the checkpointing
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initiated by P1 terminates (C1;1 becomes permanent checkpoint) since at that time, P2
is sure that it will not receive any checkpoint request associated with P1’s initiation.
Moreover, if P1 has )nished its checkpointing process before it sends m1, P2 does not
need to take checkpoint C2;2.
We introduce a new concept, called mutable checkpoint, to reEect the essence of
checkpoints (like C2;1; C2;2) triggered by computation messages. A mutable checkpoint
is neither a tentative checkpoint nor a permanent checkpoint, but it can be turned into
a tentative checkpoint. When a process takes a mutable checkpoint, it does not send
checkpoint requests to other processes and it does not need to save the checkpoint
on the stable storage. It can save the mutable checkpoint anywhere; e.g., in the main
memory or the local disk. Suppose a process Pi has taken a mutable checkpoint. When
Pi receives a checkpoint request, it transfers the mutable checkpoint to the stable stor-
age and forces all dependent processes to take tentative checkpoints. In this way, Pi
turns its mutable checkpoint into a tentative checkpoint. If Pi does not receive a check-
point request after the checkpointing activity terminates (implementation details will be
discussed in the next section), it discards the mutable checkpoint.
In Fig. 4, when m2 arrives at P2, P2 takes a mutable checkpoint C2;1 before pro-
cessing it because m2 csn¿csn2[4]. C2;1 is turned into a tentative checkpoint when P2
receives the checkpoint request sent by P3. If P1 has )nished its checkpointing activity
before it sends m1, P2 does not need to take a mutable checkpoint C2;2. Otherwise,
P2 takes a mutable checkpoint C2;2, which will be discarded when P1’s checkpoint-
ing terminates. Since C2;2 is a mutable checkpoint, it does not force P4 to take a
new checkpoint. If there is no ambiguity, we simply refer to a tentative or permanent
checkpoint as a checkpoint.
4.1.3. Further reduction in the number of checkpoints
In the above scheme, a process may receive unnecessary checkpoint requests and
may take unnecessary checkpoints. As shown in Fig. 5, P2 initiates a checkpointing
process by taking a checkpoint C2;1 and forces P1 to take a checkpoint C1;1 (due to
m2). Later, to initiate a checkpointing process, P3 takes a checkpoint C3;1 and sends a
request to P2 due to m1. When P2 receives the request, it takes a checkpoint C2;2 and
forces P1 to take a checkpoint C1;2. However, C2;2 and C1;2 are not necessary since m1
is not an orphan even though C1;2 and C2;2 do not exist.
These unnecessary checkpoints can be avoided by the following method. When a


















Fig. 5. Further reduce the number of checkpoints.
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receiving the request, Pj compares the attached csni[j] (req csn) with its own csnj[j].
If csnj[j]¿req csn (i.e., Pj has recorded the sending of the message which creates the
dependency between Pi and Pj), Pj does not need to take a checkpoint; otherwise, it
takes a checkpoint. In Fig. 5, when P3 sends a request to P2, it attaches csn3[2]= 0 to
the request. When P2 receives the request, csn2[2] has been increased to 1 due to C2;1.
Thus, P2 ignores this request and does not take checkpoint C2;2, and subsequently P2
does not force P1 to take checkpoint C1;2.
4.2. Data structures
The following data structures are used in our algorithm:
Ri; csni: de)ned before.
weight: a non-negative variable of type real with maximum value of 1. It is used to
detect the termination of the checkpointing as in [6].
triggeri: a tuple (pid, inum) maintained by each process Pi pid indicates the checkpoint
initiator that triggered the latest checkpointing process. inum indicates the csn at
process pid when it took its own local checkpoint on initiating the checkpointing.
senti: a boolean, which is set to 1 if Pi has sent a message in the current checkpoint
interval. Note that a process does not need to take a checkpoint if it has not sent
any message in the current checkpoint interval.
cp statei: a boolean, which is set to 1 if Pi is during the checkpointing process.
old csn: a variable used to save the csn of the current tentative (permanent) checkpoint.
CPi: a record maintained by each process Pi. Each record has the following )elds:
mutable: the mutable checkpoint of Pi.
R: Pi’s own boolean vector before it takes the current mutable checkpoint.
trigger: the trigger which is associated with the current mutable checkpoint.
sent: Pi’s own sent before it takes the current mutable checkpoint.
csn is initialized to an array of 0’s at all processes. The trigger tuple at process Pi is
initialized to (i; 0). The weight and cp state at a process is initialized to 0. When a
process Pi sends a computation message, it appends its csni[i] to the message. Also,
Pi checks if cp statei is equal to 1. If so, it appends its trigger to the computation
message.
When a process Pj receives a checkpoint request from Pi, we say “Pj inherits a
request from Pi” if only if old csnj6req csn (req csn is appended with the request)
and Pj takes a tentative checkpoint. In this de)nition, we use old csnj instead of csnj[j]
used in Section 4.1, since csnj[j] is also increased when taking a mutable checkpoint,
but we need to compare req csn with the csn of the current tentative (permanent)
checkpoint.
4.3. The checkpointing algorithm
In this section, we present our non-blocking checkpointing algorithm. To clearly
present the algorithm, we assume that at any time, at most one checkpointing is in
progress. In Section 4.6, we extend the algorithm for concurrent invocations.
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4.3.1. Checkpointing initiation
Any process can initiate a checkpointing process. When a process Pi initiates a
checkpointing process, it takes a local checkpoint, increments its csni[i], sets weighti
to 1, sets cp statei to 1, and stores its own identi)er and the new csni[i] in its trigger.
Then, it sends a checkpoint request to each process Pj such that Ri[j] = 1 and resumes
its computation. Each request carries the trigger of the initiator, Ri, and a portion of
the weight of the initiator, whose weight is decreased by an equal amount.
4.3.2. Reception of a checkpoint request
When a process Pi receives a request from Pj, it )rst compares req csn with its
old csn to see if it needs to inherit the request. If Pi does not need to inherit the request,
it sends the appended weight to the initiator and then exits. Otherwise, it updates its
csn and cp state, and compares Pj trigger (msg trigger) with Pi trigger (own trigger).
If msg trigger= own trigger (implying that Pi has already taken a checkpoint for this
checkpointing), Pi checks if there is a mutable checkpoint which has a trigger identical
to msg trigger. If not, Pi sends the appended weight to the initiator; otherwise, Pi saves
the mutable checkpoint on the stable storage (the mutable checkpoint is turned into a
tentative checkpoint), and then propagates the request as follows. For each process Pk
on which Pi depends, but Pj does not (Pj has sent request to the processes on which it
depends), Pi sends a request to Pk . Also, Pi appends the initiator’s trigger and a portion
of the received weight to all those requests. At last, Pi sends a reply to the initiator
with the weight equal to the remaining weight and resumes its underlying computation.
If msg trigger = own trigger, Pi takes a tentative checkpoint, increases its csni[i], and
propagates the request as above. Then, Pi clears Ri and senti, sends a reply to the
initiator with the remaining weight, and then resumes its underlying computation.
4.3.3. Computation messages received during checkpointing
When Pi receives a computation message from Pj, Pi compares mcsn with its local
csni[j]. If mcsn6csni[j], the message is processed and no checkpoint is taken. Other-
wise, it implies that Pj has taken a checkpoint before sending m. Pi updates its csni[j]
to mcsn and checks if the following conditions are satis)ed.
Condition 1: Pj is in checkpointing process before sending m.
Condition 2: Pi has sent a message since last checkpoint.
Condition 3: Pi has not taken a checkpoint associated with the initiator (in the
msg trigger).
If all of them are satis)ed, Pi takes a mutable checkpoint and updates its data
structures, such as csn, CP, R, cp state, and sent. If only Condition 1 is satis)ed, Pi
only increases csni[i] and sets cp statei to 1.
4.3.4. Termination and garbage collection
The initiator adds weights received in all reply messages to its own weight. When its
weight becomes equal to 1, it concludes that all processes involved in the checkpointing
have taken their tentative checkpoints. Then, it broadcasts commit messages to all
processes in the system. If a process has taken a tentative checkpoint, on receiving
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the commit message, it makes its tentative checkpoint permanent and clears cp state.
Other processes also clear their cp state and discard mutable checkpoints if there is
any. Note that when a process discards its mutable checkpoints, it updates its R and
sent.
Instead of broadcasting commit messages to all processes, the initiator can also send
commit messages to those processes from which it has received reply messages (which
is referred to as the update approach). However, to clear cp state, each process needs
to maintain a history of the processes to which it has sent messages when its cp state
is equal to 1. Also, it noti)es them to clear their cp state. There is a tradeo7 between
these two approaches. If there are many communications among processes during last
checkpoint interval, the broadcast approach is better. On the other hand, if there are
only a limited number of message exchanges during last checkpoint interval, the update
approach is better. To obtain the advantages of both approaches, the initiator can use
a counter to save the number of processes that have taken checkpoints. If the counter
is larger than a value (a system tuning parameter), the broadcast approach is used;
otherwise, the update approach is used. Since this paper concentrates on reducing the
overhead of saving checkpoints, we simply use the broadcast approach.
A formal description of the checkpointing algorithm is given below:
Actions taken when Pi sends a computation message to Pj:
if cp statei =1
then send(Pi, message, csni[i], own trigger); senti := 1;
else send(Pi, message, csni[i], NULL); senti := 1;
Actions for the initiator Pj:
increment(csnj[j]); own trigger := (Pj; csnj[j]); cp statej := 1;
for k := 0 to N do MR[k] csn := 0; MR[k]R := 0;
MR[j] csn := csnj[j]; MR[j]R := 1;
prop cp(Rj, MR, Pj, own trigger, 1.0);
take a local checkpoint (on stable storage); old csnj := csnj[j]; sentj := 0; reset Rj;
Actions at process, Pi, on receiving a checkpoint request from Pj:
receive(Pj, request, MR, recv csn, msg trigger, req csn, recv weight);
csni[j] := recv csn;
if old csni¿req csn
then send(Pi, reply, recv weight) to the initiator; return;
cp statei := 1;
if msg trigger= own trigger
then if CPi trigger=msg trigger
then prop cp(CPi R, MR, Pi, msg trigger, recv weight);
save CPi mutable on stable storage; old csni := csni[i]; CPi :=NULL;
send(Pi, reply, weighti) to the initiator;
else send(Pi, reply, recv weight) to the initiator;
else increment(csni[i]); own trigger :=msg trigger;
prop cp(Ri, MR, Pi, msg trigger, recv weight);
take a local checkpoint (on the stable storage); old csni := csni[i];
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send(Pi, reply, weighti) to the initiator;
senti := 0; reset Ri;
Actions at process Pi, on receiving a computation message from Pj:
receive(Pj, m, recv csn, msg trigger);
if recv csn6csni[j]
then Ri[j] := 1; process the message;
else if csni[msg triggerpid]¿msg trigger inum
then csni[j] := recv csn; Ri[j] := 1; process the message;
else csni[j] := recv csn;
if msg trigger =NULL∧ senti =1∧msg trigger = own trigger
then take a local checkpoint, save it in CPi mutable;
CPi trigger :=msg trigger; CPi R :=Ri; CPi sent := senti;
senti := 0; reset Ri;
if msg trigger =NULL∧ cp statei =0
then cp statei := 1; increment(csni[i]); own trigger :=msg trigger;
Ri[j] := 1; process the message;
prop cp(Ri, MR, Pi, msg trigger, recv weight)
weighti := recv weighti;
for k := 0 to N do
temp[k] csn :=max(MR[k] csn; csni[k]); temp[k] R :=max(MR[k]R; Ri[k]);
for any Pk , such that (Ri[k] = 1)∧ (max(MR[k] csn; csni[k]) =MR[k] csn)
weighti :=weighti=2;
send(Pi, request, temp, csni[i], msg trigger, csni[k], weighti);
Actions in the second phase for the initiator Pi:
receive(Pj, reply, recv weight); weighti :=weighti + recv weight;
if weighti =1
then cp statei := 0; broadcast(commit, msg trigger);
Actions at other process Pj on receiving a broadcast message:
receive(commit, msg trigger); csnj[msg triggerpid] =msg trigger inum;
cp statej := 0;
if CPj trigger=msg trigger ∧CPj =NULL
then sentj := sentj ∪CPj sent; Rj :=Rj ∪CPj R; CPj :=NULL;
if there is a tentative checkpoint associated with msg trigger, make it permanent;
4.4. An example
The basic idea of the algorithm can be better understood by the example in Fig. 4.
To initiate a checkpointing process, P3 takes its own checkpoint and sends checkpoint
requests to P2, P4 and P5, because R3[2]= 1; R3[4]= 1, and R3[5]= 1. When P3’s request
reaches P5, P5 takes a checkpoint. Then, P5 sends message m3 to P4. When m3 arrives
at P4, P4 takes a mutable checkpoint before processing it because m3 csn¿csn4[5] and
P4 has sent a message during the current checkpoint interval. For the same reason, P2
takes a mutable checkpoint before processing m2. If P1 has )nished its checkpointing
process before it sends m1, P2 does not need to take the checkpoint C2;2. Otherwise, P2




















Fig. 6. One potential problem.
takes a mutable checkpoint C2;2 before processing m1. When P2 receives the checkpoint
request from P3, since C2;1 is a mutable checkpoint associated with P3, P2 turns C2;1
into a tentative checkpoint by saving it on the stable storage. Similarly, P4 converts
C4;1 to a tentative checkpoint when it receives the checkpoint request from P3. Finally,
the checkpointing initiated by P3 terminates when checkpoints C2;1; C3;1; C4;1, and C5;1
are made permanent. P2 discards C2;2 when it makes checkpoint C2;1 permanent or
receives P1’s commit, whichever is earlier.
4.5. A note
The proposed algorithm )xed one potential problem in [1] as follows. In Fig. 6,
P3 initiates a checkpointing process by sending checkpoint requests to P2, P4, and
P5. When P4 receives the checkpoint request, it takes a checkpoint C4;1. Then, P4
sends a computation message m2 to P2. When P2 receives the message, it takes a
forced checkpoint (called mutable checkpoint in this paper) before processing it since
m2 csn¿csn2[4]. Suppose P1 has not communicated with other processes before it sends
m1. After P2 receives m1, it should take a forced checkpoint before processing the
message since m1 csn¿csn2[1]. At this time, P2 should have two forced checkpoints
C2;1 and C2;2. Although the algorithm in [1] saves these two forced checkpoints, it
only saves one local own trigger(P1; 1), which corresponds to the initiator P1. When
P2 sends m4 to P5, it attaches its own trigger(P1; 1). When P5 receives the message,
it takes a forced checkpoint C5;1, and changes its own trigger to (P1; 1). Later, when
it receives the checkpoint request from P3, it still needs to take a checkpoint C5;2
since its own trigger(P1; 1) is not equal to the msg trigger(P3; 1). After P5 took a
checkpoint, it should ask P2 to take a checkpoint due to m4. However, if P2 receives
this checkpointing request before it receives P3’s request, P2 will not take another
checkpoint since it has already taken a forced checkpoint corresponding to (P3; 1). As
a result, m4 becomes an orphan.
This problem is due to the fact that P2 only attaches one message trigger to the
computation message although it has taken two forced checkpoints corresponding to
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two di7erent initiators. One simple solution is to let P2 attach a vector (or a set) of
message triggers corresponding to di7erent initiators. If so, C5;1 will become a forced
checkpoint associated with two initiators (P3; 1) and (P1; 1), and it will not take C5;2
since it has taken C5;1 corresponding to both initiators. However, this enhanced scheme
still does not work well since it may create many redundant checkpoints. Most likely,
each checkpoint initiation may require every process to take a checkpoint. For example,
in Fig. 6, P3 needs to take another checkpoint due to m5. If it sends messages to other
processes, which also need to take checkpoints. This problem has been solved in the
proposed algorithm. In our non-blocking algorithm, since no concurrent checkpointing
is allowed, we can assume that P1 has )nished its checkpointing process before sending
m1. Since cp state1 = 0, no message trigger will be attached to m1. As a result, P2 will
not take checkpoint C2;2, and P5 will not take checkpoint C5;2.
4.6. Multiple concurrent initiations
The simplest way to handle concurrent checkpoint initiations is to use the techniques
in [8]. When a process Pi receives a checkpoint request from Pj while executing the
checkpoint algorithm, Pi ignores Pj’s checkpoint request or defers the request until it
)nishes its current checkpointing. If Pi’s checkpoint request is ignored by a process, Pi
has to abort its checkpointing e7orts, which results in poor performance. As explained
in Section 4.5, our algorithm does not allow concurrent checkpoint initiations due to
the use of cp state, CPi, and trigger. To extend the algorithm to multiple concurrent
initiators and without blocking other checkpointing processes (as in [8]), the data struc-
ture of CPi, cp statei, and trigger should be changed. Basically, CPi should be changed
to a vector (or set) of records, and cp statei(trigger) should be changed to a vector (or
set) of booleans (tuples). Similar techniques have been shown in Section 4.5. With this
modi)cation, a more eFcient technique can be used to handle concurrent checkpoint
initiations [12]. As multiple concurrent checkpoint initiation is orthogonal to our discus-
sion, we only brieEy mention the main features of [12]. When a process receives its )rst
request for checkpointing initiated by another process, it takes a local checkpoint and
propagates the request. All local checkpoints taken by the participating processes for
a checkpointing initiation collectively form a global checkpoint. The state information
collected by each independent checkpointing is combined. The combination is driven
by the fact that the union of consistent global checkpoints is also a consistent global
checkpoint. The checkpoint thus generated is more recent than each of the checkpoints
collected independently, and also more recent than that collected by [16]. Therefore,
the amount of computation lost during rollback, after process failures, is minimized.
4.7. Correctness proof
In Section 4.2, Ri represents all dependency relations in the current checkpointing pe-
riod. Due to the introduction of mutable checkpoints, Ri may represent the dependency
relations after the last mutable checkpoint. To simplify the proof, in the following, Ri
means the )rst parameter of subroutine prop cp in our algorithm. More speci)cally, Ri
should be CPi R if there is a mutable checkpoint.
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Theorem 2. The algorithm creates a consistent global checkpoint.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that the global state of the system is
inconsistent at a time instance. Then, there must be a pair of processes Pi and Pj such
that at least one message m has been sent from Pj after Pj’s last checkpoint and has been
received by Pi before Pi’s last checkpoint. Since Ri[j] = 1 at Pi at the time of taking its
checkpoint, Pi sends a checkpoint request to Pj, or a process Pk has sent the request to
Pj if MR[j] csn¿csni[j]. Thus, at least one checkpoint request is sent to Pj. When Pj re-
ceives the request, if req csn¡old csnj, no matter the request comes from Pi or Pk (if
the request comes from Pk : (csni[j]6MR[j] csn)∧ (MR[j] csn= req csn)∧ (req csn¡
old csnj)⇒ csni[j]¡old csnj), Pj has already taken a checkpoint after sending m.
Thus, the sending of m is recorded at Pj. If req csn¿old csnj (the request may come
from Pi or Pk), there are two possibilities.
Case 1: own trigger =msg trigger. There are two possibilities for Pj to take a check-
point:
Case 1.1: The checkpoint is taken after the sending of m. Then:
send(m) at Pj→ 1 receive(m) at Pi,
receive(m) at Pi→ checkpoint taken at Pi,
checkpoint taken at Pi→ request sent by Pi to Pj,
request sent by Pi to Pj→ checkpoint taken at Pj.
Using the transitivity property of →, we have: send(m) at Pj→ checkpoint
taken at Pj. Thus the sending of m is recorded at Pj.
Case 1.2: The checkpoint is taken before the sending of m. As a result, Pj
increases csnj[j] before it sends m to Pi, and then mcsn¿csni[j]. There are
two possible situations:
Case 1.2.1: Pj has )nished its checkpointing process (the last checkpoint)
before it sends m. Hence, Pi does not need to take a checkpoint when
it receives m, and then the reception of m is not recorded in the last
checkpoint of Pi.
Case 1.2.1: Pj has not )nished its checkpointing process before it sends m.
If Pi does not need to take a mutable checkpoint before processing m,
the reception of m cannot be recorded in the last checkpoint of Pi. If
Pi takes a mutable checkpoint before processing m, when Pi receives the
request for this checkpoint initiation, Pi turns the mutable checkpoint into
a tentative checkpoint. Certainly, the reception of m is still not recorded
in the last checkpoint of Pi.
Case 2: own trigger=msg trigger. In this case, Pj has taken a mutable checkpoint
or a tentative checkpoint. There are two possibilities:
Case 2.1: The checkpoint is taken after the sending of m. If the checkpoint is
a mutable checkpoint, on receipt of the request, it is changed to a tentative
checkpoint. Thus the sending of m is recorded.
Case 2.2: The checkpoint is taken before the sending of m. Similar to Case 1.2,
we get contradictions.
1→ is the “happened before” relation described in [10].
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Lemma 2. Every process inherits at most one checkpoint request to take a checkpoint.
Proof. After a process Pi inherits a checkpoint request, it changes its own trigger to the
trigger attached with the request and takes a checkpoint (or make a mutable checkpoint
permanent). Later, when it receives other checkpoint requests corresponding to this
checkpoint initiation, we already have own trigger=msg trigger. Thus, Pi cannot take
a mutable checkpoint; i.e., CPi trigger = own trigger. Thus, Pi cannot take a checkpoint
on receipt of other requests corresponding to the same checkpoint initiation; that is, it
does not inherit any request other than the )rst one.
We now show that the number of processes that take new tentative (permanent)
checkpoints during the execution of our algorithm is minimal. Based on Lemma 2, a
process takes at most one checkpoint corresponding to a checkpointing process. Let
P= {P0; P1; : : : ; Pk} be the set of processes that take new checkpoints during the execu-
tion of our algorithm, where P0 is the initiator. Let C(P)= {C(P0); C(P1); : : : ; C(Pk)}
be the new checkpoints taken by processes in P.
When a process receives a checkpoint request, it asks all processes on which it
depends to take checkpoints. The process receiving the request should take a checkpoint
as soon as possible, since the longer it waits, the more processes will have dependency
relation with it, and then the more processes need to take checkpoints. If the initiator
knows all processes on which it depends, it can send checkpoint requests to them
at once and then save the time of tracing the dependency tree. Some techniques [13]
exist to approximate this approach. However, it increases run time overhead since extra
information has to be appended with the computation messages. Since the message
delay is far less than the time between two checkpoint intervals, we do not consider
the extra checkpoints resulting from the checkpoint request delay. Our algorithm can
also use the techniques in [13], but, as we discussed, that increases run time overhead
and it is not valuable.
We de)ne an alternate set of checkpoints: C′(P)= {C′(P0); C′(P1); : : : ; C′(Pk)}
where C′(P0)=C(P0), and C′(Pi) (16i6k) is either C(Pi) or the checkpoint Pi had
taken before executing our algorithm. If C′(Pi) is a new checkpoint, as we discussed, it
should be taken as soon as possible, and then it is equal to C(Pi) without considering
the checkpoint request delay.
Theorem 3. C′(P) is consistent if and only if C′(P)=C(P).
Proof. The if part directly comes from Theorem 2. We now prove the only if part.
The execution of our algorithm imposes a “Pi inherits a request from Pj” (de)ned in
Section 4.2) relation on the set of processes. Since this relation is non-circular (based
on Lemma 2) and there is only one initiator, it can be represented as a tree T : the
root of T is the initiator, and Pj is a child of Pi if and only if Pj inherits a request
from Pi. If Pj ∈T , it must take a new checkpoint during the execution of the algorithm;
hence Pj ∈P. If Pj ∈P, either Pj is the initiator or it inherits a request; hence Pj ∈T .
Therefore, Pj ∈T if and only if Pj ∈P.
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Our proof is by contradiction. Suppose C′(P) =C(P) and C′(P) is consistent. Let
Pj ∈P such that C′(Pj) =C(Pj). Note that Pj =P0, and there exists a path from P0
to Pk in T . Since C′(P0)=C(P0), there is an edge (Pi; Pj) on this path such that
C′(Pi)=C(Pi)∧C′(Pj) =C(Pj). Let m be the last message Pi receives from Pj. Since Pj
inherits Pi’s request, we have req csn¿old csnj (req csn is appended with the request),
and the receipt of m is recorded in C(Pi) (or C′(Pi)). Also, the sending of m is
recorded in C(Pj). If C(Pj) =C′(Pj), C′(Pj) is the checkpoint Pj had before executing
the algorithm, and then the sending of m is not recorded in C′(Pj). Thus, C′(P) is not
a consistent set of checkpoints. A contradiction.
Theorem 4. The checkpointing algorithm terminates within a ?nite time.
Proof. The proof is similar to [13].
5. Comparisons with other algorithms
The following notations are used to compare our algorithms with other algorithms.
5.1. Notations
Cuni: cost of sending a message from one process to another process.
Cbroad: cost of broadcasting a message to all processes.
Tdisk: delay incurred in saving a checkpoint on the stable storage.
Tdata: delay incurred in transferring a checkpoint to the stable storage.
Tmsg: delay incurred by system messages during a checkpointing process.
Tch: the checkpointing time. Tch =Tmsg + Tdata + Tdisk.
Nmin, N , Nmuta, Ndep: Nmin is the number of processes that need to take checkpoints
using the Koo–Toueg algorithm [8]. N is the total number of processes in the sys-
tem. Nmuta is the number of redundant mutable checkpoints during a checkpointing
process; a mutable checkpoint is redundant if it will not be turned into a tentative
checkpoint. Ndep is the average number of processes on which a process depends.
Note that 16Ndep6N − 1.
We use four parameters to evaluate the performance of a checkpointing algorithm: the
number of tentative checkpoints required during a checkpointing process, the blocking
time (in the worst case), the system message overhead, and whether the algorithm is
distributed or not.
5.2. Performance of our algorithms
We proposed two checkpointing algorithms: the min-process algorithm and the non-
blocking algorithm based on mutable checkpoints. It is easy to see that both algorithms
are distributed. The min-process algorithm has a blocking time of 2 ∗ Tmsg.
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Table 1
A comparison of system performance
Koo–Toueg Elnozahy Min-process Non-blocking
Checkpoints Nmin N Nmin Nmin
Blocking time Nmin ∗ Tch =Nmin∗ 0 2 ∗ Tmsg 0
(Tmsg + Tdata + Tdisk)
Messages 3 ∗ Nmin ∗ Ndep ∗ Cuni 2 ∗ Cbroad Cbroad + 2 ∗ Cuni ≈ 2 ∗ Nmin ∗ Cuni+
+N ∗ Cuni ∗(N + Nmin) min(Nmin ∗ Cuni; Cbroad)
Distributed Yes No Yes Yes
The number of tentative checkpoints: Based on the result of Theorem 3, the non-
blocking algorithm forces only a minimum number of processes to save checkpoints
on the stable storage. Note that mutable checkpoints can be saved in the memory
while the tentative checkpoints must be transferred across the network and saved on
the stable storage at the )le server [18]. Thus, the cost of saving a mutable checkpoint
is negligible compared to saving a tentative checkpoint.
The system message overhead: For the non-blocking algorithm, in the )rst phase, a
process taking a tentative checkpoint needs two system messages: request and reply.
A process may receive more than one request for the same checkpoint initiation from
di7erent processes. However, we have used some techniques to reduce this kind of
situation to occur. Thus, the system message overhead is approximately 2 ∗Nmin ∗Cuni
in the )rst phase. In the second phase, we hope to get the advantages of the update
approach and the broadcast approach by system tuning. Thus, the system message
overhead is approximately min(Nmin ∗ Cuni; Cbroad) in the second phase. Similarly, we
can )nd that the message overhead of the min-process algorithm is Cbroad + 2 ∗ Cuni ∗
(N + Nmin).
5.3. Comparisons with other algorithms
Table 1 compares our algorithms with two representative approaches for coordi-
nated checkpointing. The Koo–Toueg algorithm [8] has the lowest overhead (based on
our four parameters) among the existing blocking algorithms [4,7,8,14] which try to
minimize the number of synchronization messages and the number of checkpoints. The
algorithm in [5] has the lowest overhead among the non-blocking algorithms [3,5,9,15].
We do not compare our algorithm with the Prakash–Singhal algorithm since it may
result in inconsistencies, and there is no easy solution to )x it without increasing
overhead.
As shown in Table 1, the blocking time of the min-process algorithm is only a round
trip message transmission delay, which is much shorter than the Koo–Toueg algorithm.
Also, it is very simple and easy to implement. Since the Koo–Toueg algorithm may
propagate the checkpoint request to dependent processes multiple times, it has much
higher message overhead than the non-blocking algorithm. When Nmin =N , the mes-
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sage reduction of the non-blocking algorithm can be from O(N 2) to O(N ). Also, the
non-blocking algorithm reduces the blocking time from Nmin ∗ Tch to 0. Note that all
processes cannot do anything during the blocking time in the Koo–Toueg algorithm,
which signi)cantly reduces the system performance. Compared to [5], the blocking al-
gorithm forces only a minimum number of processes to take their checkpoints on the
stable storage. Seems like that the non-blocking algorithm needs more system messages
than [5], but the algorithm in [5] is a centralized algorithm and there is no easy way
to make it distributed without signi)cantly increasing the message overhead. Also, the
system message is relatively small, and the overhead of system messages is much small
compared to the overhead of saving checkpoints on the stable storage.
6. Conclusions
Based on our previous work [1], there does not exist a non-blocking algorithm which
forces only a minimum number of processes to take their checkpoints. In this paper,
we relaxed some conditions and proposed a min-process and a non-blocking algorithm.
Although in theory, we can also design blocking non-min-process algorithms that sig-
ni)cantly reduce the blocking time as well as the number of checkpoints, practically,
we believe the proposed algorithms can satisfy most application requirements. More
importantly, we proposed the concept of “mutable checkpoints” in implementing the
non-blocking algorithm. Mutable checkpoints can be saved anywhere; e.g., the main
memory or local disk. In this way, taking a mutable checkpoint avoids the overhead of
transferring large amount of data to the stable storage at the )le server across the net-
work. Based on mutable checkpoints, our non-blocking algorithm avoids the avalanche
e7ect and forces only a minimum number of processes to take their checkpoints on
the stable storage.
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